
SOCIAL MEDIA FOR ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS



HI, I'M SANDRA MCLEMORE!
 

CEO & FOUNDER OF TRAVEL MARKETING & MEDIA

2 decades in the travel industry
I stand on stages next to the CEOs of the biggest
travel brands in the world.. because I am a self-made
successful CEO in the travel industry
I started as a travel advisor and I now help travel
advisors get from where I was, to where I am
I help travel advisors get a consistent stream of new
clients
I'm a TV host on network TV and news for all things
travel
I'm a wife and a Mama to a toddler
I love interior design and have an unhealthy
obsession for fancy hotels.



SO HOW DOES SOCIAL MEDIA
FIT THE MARKETING PLAN FOR

YOUR BUSINESS?
First you need to understand what a marketing funnel is.

A marketing funnel is where strangers find your business and eventually become
paying clients through a series of actions (conversions).

It happens in 3 main steps that we call top, middle and bottom of the funnel.





top of funnel

TURN STRANGERS INTO
EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS

The top of funnel focus is on anything that
turns strangers into email subscribers.

That’s your goal.

To get as many email subscribers as
possible… they have to be people that want
to book the type of travel that you want to
sell.



TACTICS

Creating and promoting a lead magnet
Exhibiting at trade shows or expos
Collaborating with other brands and
businesses who have the same
audience
Advertising in digital spaces

1.
2.
3.

4.



MIDDLE of funnel

KEEP SUBSCRIBERS OPENING &
CLICKING

The middle of funnel focus is convincing and
reminding your audience that you are the
expert that they want to book with when they
are ready.

It’s all about staying top of mind and top of
speed dial.



Put out weekly content (podcast,
blog/article, or video)
Post 2-3 times per week on 1-2 social
media platforms
Post Instagram reels 1-3 times per week
Post stories 1-3 times per week

1.

2.

3.
4.

TACTICS



BOTTOM of funnel

TURN EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS INTO
PAYING CLIENTS

The bottom of funnel focus is converting email
subscribers into paying clients.

The most successful tactic here is email marketing.
When travel advisors send out their “travel
opportunities” to their email subscribers, we see huge
success.

Instead of posting that great cruise offer or amazing all-
inclusive deal on Instagram, email it out to your list with
a link to make an appointment with you for a planning
meeting. Even better… have them pay your planning fee
first!



POP QUIZ

TIME



TRUE OR FALSE?

POSTING ON SOCIAL
MEDIA WILL GET YOU

NEW CLIENTS



FALSE
Top of funnel
Running ads on any platform + Instagram Reels

Middle of funnel
Posting on any platform, Stories, commenting on other
people’s content



TRUE OR FALSE?

THE MORE FOLLOWERS
YOU HAVE, THE MORE

PROFITABLE YOU’LL BE



FALSE
The number of followers you have has absolutely nothing to do
with how profitable you are.

There are accounts with tens of thousands of followers that
don’t make a dollar.

There are accounts with less than 1000 followers that make
$100K in profit.

Focus on one thing only… converting strangers into
subscribers.



EMAIL MARKETING IS POWERFUL
Email marketing was the original digital method used to reach
people before social media and is still the most popular for
businesses.
It’s the only method that stays within reach of the recipient and
doesn’t disappear down a feed or expire within hours.
When someone signs up to get your emails it is because they
actually want you to send them information. They WANT to
hear from you.
Your emails get delivered to 100% of your subscriber list. As
you improve your email marketing skills you can increase the
number of people who open those emails.
Your posts only get seen by 4-10% of your followers.
Email marketing allows you to segment your audience and
target them by product.
You own your own list of email subscribers. You don’t own your
list of followers.



FASCINATING STATS ABOUT
EMAIL MARKETING…

Email generates $36 for every $1 that you spend. That’s a HUGE
3600% ROI
More than 50% of buyers in the US check their email more than 10
times per day
99% of users check their email every day. 
41.5% of brands say that email marketing is very critical to their
company’s success.
37% of companies are set to increase their email marketing budget in
2022.
Email click-through rates improve by 200% when interactive elements
are added.
81% of subscribers prefer to read emails over their smartphones. 
80% of people delete an email if it doesn’t display well on mobile.
Welcome emails generate 320% more revenue per email than
promotional ones.



SO IF EMAIL MARKETING IS THE
WAY FORWARD, WHY BOTHER

WITH SOCIAL MEDIA THEN?



Because your social media audience
becomes your email subscribers if
you guide them correctly. 

And having a growing list of
engaged email subscribers will build
you a wildly profitable travel
business.



2 4

1 3 5

Choose the platforms
that will work for you

Decide what to post
(and what not to post)

So let’s get started on this list, one task at a time and at the end of working through how to do it, I’ll
give you a checklist so that you don’t have to remember all the steps.

Set your goals and
measure them regularly
so that you can tweak to

improve

Setup those platforms
(bio, head shot, URL,

cover photo)
Figure out your routine

moving forward

LET’S START WITH A BASIC CHECKLIST AND TAKE IT
FROM THE VERY BEGINNING…



What are social media
platforms and how do you

choose which ones are right
for you?

Social media platforms are websites that allow users to
have conversations, share information and create
content for others to see. Individuals, groups,
communities and businesses all engage on social
media.

As much as we want to get the attention of our
audience on social media so that they become paying
clients, as customers ourselves, we seek out solutions
and brands that will make our own lives easier. It truly
is a problem and solution ecosystem… for the most
part.



TAKE A LOOK AT THIS…. THESE ARE THE 20 MOST
POPULAR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS IN THE WORLD IN

2022. 

Facebook — 2.9 billion MAUs

YouTube — 2.2 billion MAUs

WhatsApp — 2 billion MAUs

Instagram — 2 billion MAUs

WeChat — 1.26 billion MAUs

TikTok — 1 billion MAUs

Sina Weibo — 573 million MAUs

QQ — 538.91 million MAUs

Telegram — 550 million MAUs

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



11. Snapchat — 538 million MAUs
12. Kuaishou — 519.8 million MAUs
13. Qzone — 517 million MAUs
15. Twitter — 436 million MAUs
16. Reddit — 430 million MAUs
17. Quora — 300 million MAUs
18. Skype — 300 million MAUs
19. Microsoft Teams— 270 million MAUs
20. LinkedIn — 250 million MAUs

The bad news is that you need around 12 full
time employees to put out quality and consistent
content on all of them for your travel business.
The good news is, that’s not the right plan for
you. You only need 2 of these… maybe 3.



We recommend that the majority of travel
advisors work with Facebook and Instagram.
Depending on your demographic, you may
choose to switch out one of those for
Pinterest.

And if you plan to work with groups or joint
venture partnerships (collaborations with
other business owners or brands) we suggest
a presence on LinkedIn at some point).



LET’S LOOK AT WHY…

The most popular platform in the world is Facebook. People go
there to CONNECT. 

With over 2 billion people using it every month, and almost 200
million small businesses on it (mostly small businesses), it’s the
perfect place for individuals and small businesses to CONNECT.

It’s visual because it’s easy to share text, images, videos, and
stories. You can create communities or groups that are public or
private and you can run ads to target your ideal audience.

Facebook is all about CONNECTION.



Platform #2 on the list was YouTube but the majority of
travel advisors are not television hosts, editors, digital
content creators or producers. 

It is years of training and a whole new skill set that would
be required of you to do well on this platform and for that
reason I suggest you skip it. It’s also not the platform that
travelers go to initially to plan their travel.

Platform #3 was WhatsApp. We’ll skip that - it’s a text
messaging app so not helpful.



Which leads to #4 on the list and the perfect option for marketing
travel… Instagram.

Instagram is a visual platform. If people go to Facebook for
CONNECTION they go to Instagram for INSPIRATION. Instagram is
the perfect platform to show products or services through photos,
videos, stories, reels, live video, and IGTV for longer form video.

Instagram reels are a particularly attractive feature to those of you who
are just starting out or wanting to grow your audience because they
are viewed by people who don’t know you… strangers… giving you an
opportunity to turn strangers into email subscribers!



Pinterest is not a social media platform. It’s a search engine. It
means that people are searching for solutions, new productions
and ideas. 

To do well on Pinterest you need to have a strong website. You will
“pin” photos or graphics that link to your website where your
audience will learn more about specific destinations or
experiences. 

Pinterest is really a traffic driver to your website but a very good
one because Pinterest users are 7 x more likely to purchase
products they “pinned”.



Let’s take a look at LinkedIn now. 

LinkedIn really only needs to be on your priority list if you plan to
approach business owners and companies for collaborations.
Expect that they’ll be wanting to vet you. They’ll want to know
that you are a legit business, that you have experience,
expertise, connections in the industry and people who will vouch
for you. LinkedIn is the perfect platform to showcase that. If
collaborating with businesses and brands is not part of your
immediate plan, put LinkedIn on the shelf and leave it alone for
now. You have enough to do.



CONVERSION PLAN



How is your post going to convert strangers into email subscribers?
How will your audience get to know, like and trust you?
How will you prove that you are an expert (worth trusting)?
How many email subscribers would you like to gain each month?

HAVING GOALS GIVES
YOU DIRECTION.



WHEN DISASTER STRIKES IN
THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY…



Extreme weather
Volcanoes
Political change
Personal life challenges
Economic issues
Pandemic

Any of these events can temporarily slow down or halt
bookings and commission checks

LIFE IS WHAT HAPPENS
WHILE YOU’RE MAKING

OTHER PLANS



HOW DO YOU RESPOND?

PANIC
Start posting breaking news updates
Stay up late worrying  
Spend your days working on cancellations
Google and Facebook search for hope

PARALYZE
Talk to friends and family about your fears
Wait it out and hope it passes soon

PIVOT
Take some time to research from reputable sources to get
the facts and how it will actually impact your current client
who are booked or away
Pull out your pivot plan and start working through the action
items on it
Adjust your marketing message and stay on course

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.
a.
b.

3.
a.

b.

c.



LOGOS VS HEADSHOTS



Using your logo can help to strengthen your brand
Using your face will help to build trust with your audience

Your clients want trust in the person they hand their money to
at a business more than the business itself. If they don’t have
a personal connection with the person, no business will take
place.

Use your face unless you have a very large team. Each travel
advisor who has their own social media account should then
use their face but their bio should link back to the main
account.



SUBMARKS + FAVICONS



When you use your logos on social media
remember that you are using them for small
scale viewing and that any tiny font is useless if
it can’t be read.

For this reason, it’s worth having a submark of
your logo designed specifically for social media
use.



WHAT TO POST AND WHAT
NOT TO POST



Prove that you are a
destination and

experience planning
professional

Demonstrate
expertise Show authority

Make your audience
feel FOMO for
clicking away

A PLAN BEHIND THE POST



Destinations - landscapes & cityscapes with no people in them
Experiences - people doing things in those destinations 

You - your face and information both work and non-work
related

Tips - planning tips, experiences, or travel facts (graphic)

6/10 posts

2/10 posts

2/10 posts

No breaking news, no promotions, no supplier shares, no
politics

6 TYPES OF POSTS



100% OF YOUR CONTENT MUST BE
100% IN ALIGNMENT WITH YOUR

SALES GOALS



Source images, write captions and schedule yourself - 3-5
days/month $50/mo
Buy, tweak and schedule your content - ½ day/month $50/mo
Outsource it completely to a travel industry expert - ½ day/ month
$3000/mo

You really have 3 options (price, time, skill will determine how you
make your choice):

1.

2.
3.

WHERE WILL YOU GET
YOUR CONTENT FROM?



WHERE TO FIND IMAGES

Pexels
Unsplash
Pixabay
Suppliers (check credit rules)
Tourism boards (check credit rules)
Shutterstock ($)
Adobe ($)
Deposit ($)
Canva Pro ($)

Be sure to read the difference between standard and commercial
licenses and use images only per the agreements. Never share the
images with other people as it is a legal violation no matter where
you got the image from.



CUSTOMIZING CONTENT YOU
HAVE PURCHASED



Paris is perfect for lovers 
Paris is perfect for families
Paris is the perfect place for a girl’s getaway
Eat and drink your way around Paris
Paris is the epicenter of all fashion, history, and fine arts
Paris is the perfect place to start or end a river cruise

Start with a one liner intro…

You can use a similar intro line for every single caption. It helps your
audience to know you are talking to them. 

End with a strong call to action…
This could be a call to sign up for your lead magnet, read your article,
join a Facebook group, or visit your website. Add relevant hashtags
to your niche and ideal client.

PUTTING YOUR OWN SPIN ON PRE-PURCHASED
CONTENT



THE ANATOMY OF A
PERFECT POST



Informative - to show that you are expert 
On brand - put our Mercedes content if you want to
charge luxury pricing
Inspiring - it needs to entice people to want to go
Not sales heavy - you don’t want to push for a sale in
a caption
CTA - you absolutely need to have a call to action so
that your audience know what you want them to do
after they read the caption

INGREDIENTS FOR A PERFECT POST



EXAMPLE POST:
The Louvre Museum is one of the most famous in the world for its many works of
art including, of course, the Mona Lisa. For many, grabbing a selfie with Mona or
just seeing her up close is a bucket list travel moment in itself.

Unfortunately, that moment is desired by millions which means that the lines can
be long to see Mona so here are some pro tips to help you out. Of course I have
many more and can definitely avoid almost all of the lines if we do the planning
together in advance.

Tip: By booking your ticket in advance you can skip the long ticket counter at the
lobby. We can plan your visit on the quieter days of the week and times of day
where there are fewer visitors. With your pre-purchased ticket in hand you’ll have
more time to enjoy your visit and a lot less stress.

Swipe to see the difference that visiting at the right time of day with a pre-
purchased ticket made for one of my clients.

I’d love to help you plan your next (or first) visit. Reach out today by visiting our
website or clicking on the link in the bio.



HASHTAGS



HOW I USED HASHTAGS TO SEARCH FOR A
MAKEUP ARTIST IN PARIS

I needed a makeup artist for a photoshoot in Paris. 
I had no referrals.
Makeup artists typically don’t rank on the first few
pages of Google.
I wanted to get to know someone quickly from a
distance and like them enough to book them.

I searched in Instagram by typing into the search
bar #parismakeupartist #parismua
#makeupartistparis



FINDING YOUR IDEAL
CLIENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA



Do some research to find out what hashtags your ideal
client use. For example if you do destination weddings, a
recently engaged couple would use #shesaidyes #isaidyes
#gettingmarried #engaged
Type that hashtag into Instagram and go to the profile of the
person who used it
If they appear to be your ideal client, leave a comment on
their post. It should not be promotional or about you. It
should be a 1-2 sentence reply that is relevant and
authentic.

ENGAGING WITH NEW PEOPLE



Most travel advisors (and business owners in general) fall
prey to this one big mistake. They post with the expectation
that they will gain something in return. It would be the same
as expecting every person who walked into Macys to buy
something. Imagine standing at the doors of Macys
watching each person walk in, saying something to them
and hoping they would buy. How would they feel?

The best way to avoid falling into this bad habit of “posting
and ghosting” is to create good habits from the start. Habits
are created when you do something with consistency.
Consistency is created when you have discipline and
motivation. It truly starts with 5-10 minutes per day. 

ENGAGE WITH YOUR AUDIENCE



HOW TO GET AND STAY
ORGANIZED



SOCIAL MEDIA MUST NOT TAKE OVER YOUR
TRAVEL BUSINESS LIFE

Always batch create your tasks
Customizing or creating your content
Scheduling your content

Work in batches of 30 days
Always cross check your content to your sales goals
Use an online scheduler - hire someone better than
yourself to manage that



STEP BY STEP VIDEO

INSTRUCTIONS

www.travelmarketingandmedia.com/help

http://www.travelmarketingandmedia.com/help


BIO & ABOUT



What you do, 
who you do it for and 
how it helps them
What they should next

Your bio needs to communicate very little
but incredibly important information.
This… and nothing else…

1.
2.
3.
4.



9/10 travel advisors get this wrong, don’t be one of them.
Make sure your about section links to your website and
business accounts
It’s the easiest way for people to find you, refer you and
know what you do (and don’t do)

WHY IS ALMOST EVERY
TRAVEL ADVISOR

MESSING THIS UP?!



LET’S WRAP THIS UP….



Your #1 priority on social media is to drive traffic to your
email list

Your social media accounts and the content on them is a
direct reflection of how you want your clients to see you

Social media will not bring you bookings, it is important but
fills other roles in the marketing funnel

You do not need to do it all by yourself - but if you hire
people, make sure you don’t have to train them - they
should be better than you



WHERE TO FROM HERE?



Download the post-event workbook. It has a summary of
the key points and a checklist of where to start.

Listen to my podcast. I give AMAZING free training there.

Get ready for our new training app. It will have dozens of
free how-to videos.

Come to Thursday’s training to learn how to schedule a
whole month in less than 45 minutes and also how to
repurpose your content so that you maximize its potential



QUESTIONS?



Send them in and I’ll answer them in the
Townhall Q&A section of the new app
launching soon.

 It will have a section just for social media
questions.



 
SIGN UP OPEN MAY 19 - MAY 25,  2022

 
 

WWW.TRAVELMARKETINGANDMEDIA.COM/MEMBERSHIP 





thank you!
SANDRA MCLEMORE

Please rate this training!




